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“ Once again, the yawning portal opens before you. Abandon all hope, ye 
who enter the Adventure Zone History Challenge! ” 

- The Announcer (edited by me. original credit to Griffin McElroy, as i 
would love not to be sued) 

 



The 20th Century: An Introduction 
  The 20th century was, uh.  It was pretty neat. 

 

The 20th Century: An Introduction, Again, because for some 

reason my proofreader thought that wasn’t “professional 

enough” 

  The 20th century was one of change. Technology advanced beyond limits 
previously thought possible, the population exploded, and the first ever two 
global-scale wars were fought. Environmental dangers (and, therefore, 
concerns) spiked rapidly, and politics, ideologies, philosophies and human 
rights underwent massive upheavals. The world went from women in 
Germany protesting for the right to participate in university entrance exams 
in March 1900, as well as the second ever Modern Olympic Games being 
hosted in May, to the American women’s soccer team winning the World Cup 
in 1999. Many positive advancements were made in many fields – but one 
could argue that there were also a large amount of negative effects produced 
by these advancements. 

(“Is that good enough for you?” says the author, angrily eating a tub of Ben 
and Jerry’s. “Is that professional enough? Huh? Huh?”) 

Chapter 1: 1900-1920 
1) 1900: The first hamburger 

is allegedly served 
“Yale students who try to sneak in 
ketchup are asked to leave”  

– a sign in Louis’ Lunch  

  A fun one to start off! 

  Allegedly (although: backed up by 
the Library of Congress), Louis’ Lunch, 
a lunch wagon and later restaurant in 

Connecticut run by Danish immigrant Louis Lassen (above) is often considered 
as the first place to have served a modern hamburger as we know it, aside 



from the addition of toasted bread instead of burger buns (which didn’t exist 
until the 1920s).  
  Local legend says that on one occasion, a customer burst into Louis’ Lunch 
and exclaimed – and this is quoted, because this is not a sentence I or anyone 
else should ever say aloud – “Louie! I’m in a rush, slap a meatpuck between 
two planks and step on it!”.  
  However truly despicable the wording of that sentence may have been, 
Louie evidently did so and evidently created *jazz hands* the hamburger. 
Rather impressively, Louis’ Lunch has managed to stay in the hands of five 
successive Lassen generations, and is still in Lassen hands today.  

2) 1905: Einstein develops theory of relativity 

“Einstein, my upset stomach hates 
your theory [of General Relativity] 
– it almost hates you yourself! How 
am I to provide for my students? 
What am I to answer to the 
philosophers?!!”  

– Paul Ehrenfest 

  The phrase ‘theory of relativity’ 
usually includes two of Albert 
Einstein’s theories; special relativity 

and general relativity. Special relativity regards the relationship between 
space and time, while general relativity explains ‘the law of gravitation and 
its relation to other forces of nature’ (Time, Space and Gravitation, published 
1919 by Albert Einstein). 
  Einstein published his theory on special relativity in 1905, but it wasn’t 
developed solely by himself – he had built it off of other findings and studies 
by scientists including Henri Poincaré, Ernst Mach and Albert A. Michelson. 
Nevertheless, Einstein’s paper was a marked turning point in physics as we 
know it today and became an essential tool for physicists. The term ‘theory of 
relativity’, itself, was not actually used until 1906, when Alfred Bucherer used 
the phrase (in German, as Relativitätstheorie) in the discussion section of a 
paper by Max Planck.  



3) 1906: WSPU march in London 

“And although we adore men individually, 
we agree that as a group they’re rather 
stupid.”  

– Richard M. Sherman  

  The 1906 WSPU march took place on 19th 
February through Central London, and was 
the first done to demand the right for 
women to vote in the UK. It was organised 
by Sylvia Pankhurst and Annie Kenney of 
the WSPU, and started with around 200 
women, primarily from the East End, 
marching from St. James Park to Caxton 
Hall. There (near the Commons, where the 
King’s Speech and opening of Parliament 

was taking place), the women received word that women’s votes had not 
been mentioned in the King’s Speech and went on another march to the 
Commons Strangers’ Entrance, where they were allowed to enter in small 
groups and lobby the MPs.  
  By the end of it, 300-400 women were participating and the event was 
covered by a wide range of major newspapers, including the Daily Mirror. 
Although it would be another 22 years before women received the vote on 
the same terms as men (the Representation of the People Act in 1928), many, 
including Emmeline Pankhurst, saw the 1906 march as the beginning of 
militant suffrage.  

4) 1911: Roald Amundsen is first to reach South Pole 

“Polar exploration is at once the cleanest and 
most isolated way of having a bad time which 
has been devised.”  

– Apsley Cherry-Garrard  

(Yeah, you and me both.) 

  On the 14th December 1911, Roald Amundsen, 
the famous Norwegian explorer, beat Captain 
Robert F. Scott’s English team to the South Pole 
by around a month. A large amount of his 
success owed to his careful planning, good 
quality equipment and extensive knowledge on 



things like dog handling and the use of skis, compared to the relatively 
haphazard and minimally planned expedition of Scott.  
  Amundsen left Oslo on the 3rd June 1910, and arrived at the Ross Ice Shelf on 
the 14th January 1911, where he established a base camp he named Framheim. 
After a first attempt to reach the South Pole from Framheim failed due to 
extreme temperatures, a second attempt featuring Amundsen, Olav 
Bjaaland, Helmer Hanssen, Sverre Hassel and Oscar Wisting progressed 
relatively smoothly and the team (with 16 dogs) arrived at the South Pole on 
14th December.  

5)  1911: Xinhai Revolution  

“Only powerful people have 
liberty.”  

– Sun Yat-sen  

  The Xinhai Revolution took 
place during October of 1911 
to February of 1912, and 
established the modern 
Republic of China by 
overthrowing the last 
imperial Qing dynasty. The 
Chinese people had been 
growing restless for a time 

over the Qing dynasty’s fruitless efforts to modernise China and address its 
issues, and this frustration came to a head when the Qing government 
handed over control of China’s railways to foreign powers with the Railway 
Protection Movement. It resulted in the first major uprising (and widely 
recognised tipping point) of the Xinhai Revolution, the Wuchang Uprising.  
  Since before 1911, there had been many secret revolutionary groups with 
anti-Qing sentiments, the largest of which were the Furen Literary Society, led 
by Yeung Ku-Wan, and Xingzhongui (Revive China Society) led by Dr. Sun 
Yat-Sen, later established China’s provisional president in 1912.  
  The revolution resulted in the abdication of the six-year-old Xuantong 
Emperor (or Emperor Puyi) and the establishment of the Republic of China.  



6) 1914: Beginning of WWI 

“There were great numbers of young men 
who had never been in a war and were 
consequently far from unwilling to join in 
this one.”  

– Thucyclides (5th century BC)  

  On the 28th June 1914, an organised 
terrorist attack in Serbia which started with 
a failed grenade blast and ended with a 
sandwich (and, coincidentally, the 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s death) led to 
the beginning of World War I, also known 
as the Great War.  

  WWI involved 32 countries, countless disturbing war crimes from both sides, 
and, by the end in 1914, had resulted in an estimated 40 million deaths. 
Germany, which lost the war by a massive margin, harboured a large amount 
of resentment at their post-war humiliation, which eventually led to the 
beginning of the similarly devastating World War II.  

7) 1916: Grigori Rasputin is murdered 

“Salt, gathered from the tears of a thousand 
angels, restraining the essence of Sammael, 
the Hellhound. The Seed of Destruction. This I 
can promise, Sammael, for every one of you 
that falls, two shall arise.”  

– Grigori Rasputin 

(Okay... okay, that’s kind of metal though.)  

  Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin was a 
wandering priest who became a favourite of 
the last Russian royal family, after being 
employed as healer for the son of Tsar 
Nicholas II, Alexei, who suffered from 
haemophilia. He was incredibly divisive in the 

royal court; some saw him as a prophet and a holy man, while others believed 
him to be a charlatan.  
  On several occasions, he was asked to pray for the health of Alexei following 
a large or serious haemorrhage, and Alexei recovered shortly after. Although 
some people think Rasputin did this using methods like hypnosis, the Tsarina 



Alexandra believed it was a religious miracle and became very attached to 
him as a result – some even rumoured that she was sleeping with Rasputin.  
  During World War One, Tsar Nicholas left to join the Russian army and more 
power than ever fell to Alexandra and Rasputin. This resulted in increased 
rumours by the (many) people who did not like him, and in December 1916 
Prince Felix Yusupov (married to the Tsar’s niece, Irina Aleksandrovna 
Romanova) and a group of co-conspirators (including conservative politician 
Vladimir Purishkevich and Grand Duke Dmitry Pavlovich) developed a plan 
to kill him.  
  Rasputin was invited to a party at Yusupov’s home, where he was served 
food laced with copious amounts of cyanide. When this cyanide failed to 
affect him, Yusupov apparently went upstairs to retrieve a revolver from 
Pavlovich, then shot Rasputin in the chest. Upon returning to the room later, 
Rasputin proved to be in fact not dead and attacked Yusupov, but was shot 
again by Purishkevich and thrown into the Malaya Nevka River, where his 
body was later discovered.   

8) 1918: Ernest Rutherford splits the nucleus 

“All of physics is either impossible 
or trivial. It is impossible until you 
understand it, and then it 
becomes trivial.”  

– Ernest Rutherford 

(mildly disagreeing, the author 
would like to say that physics just 
isn’t worth attempting in the first 
place, although she is willing to 
concede that she is biased.) 

  Ernest Rutherford, 1st Baron Rutherford of Nelson, is widely regarded as the 
father of nuclear physics, a Titan of modern physics, and “the greatest 
experimentalist since Faraday” (Encyclopaedia Britannica). He discovered the 
element radon (Rn), differentiated and named alpha and beta radiation and 
was actually awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1908 for “his 
investigations into the disintegration of the elements, and the chemistry of 
radioactive substances”.  
  Although the atom had been unknowingly split before, ever since people 
started making chemical reactions, Rutherford was the first to knowingly split 
the nucleus at Manchester University in 1918, where he bombarded nitrogen 
with alpha particles, thereby observing a proton which was emitted with 
higher energy than the alpha particles. In doing so, he discovered protons and 



hypothesised on the existence of neutrons, which was later proved correct by 
James Chadwick. In honour of his life and work, an element, Rutherfordium, 
has been named after him.  

9) 1918: Claude Debussy dies 

“Music begins where words are 
powerless to express. Music is 
made for the inexpressible. I 
want music to seem to rise 
from the shadows and indeed 
sometimes to return to them.”  

– Claude Debussy 

(Yes, I could have written 
about something relatively 
more important for 1918. No, I 
will not deny myself a little bit 
of gushing about cool 

musicians. As a treat.) 

  Achille Claude Debussy was an incredibly influential composer during the 
20th century, and defied the traditional, conservative boundaries placed on 
music by the Conservatoire to compose pieces such as the ubiquitous Clair de 
Lune and the famous opera Pelléas et Mélisande. He is also regarded as one 
of the world’s first Impressionist composers, although during his lifetime he 
vehemently rejected this label. (He was also a serial monogamist and caused 
several scandals by eloping with young women, although people tend to skip 
over that part.)  
  Admitted to the prestigious Conservatoire at a young age (ten), the young 
Debussy won some awards but quickly became known for skipping classes 
and writing pieces that his conservative professors disapproved of. His earlier 
works made full use of lesser-known harmonic scales and chamber orchestras, 
while later on he developed a more restrained tone, and his work as a whole 
is often characterised by its softness and fluidity, making it sound mysterious 
and undefined. This reflects what seemed to be his philosophy – Debussy 
hated rules and preferred instead to abide by what he himself thought, a trait 
which he acknowledged was a personal failing. 
  Claude Debussy died of colorectal cancer on the 25th March 1918 at his home 
on the Avenue du Bois de Boulogne. His funeral procession took place as 
German artillery bombarded Paris.  



10) 1920: League of Nations formed 

“Let us return, however, to the 
League of Nations. To create an 
organisation which is in a position to 
protect peace in this world of 
conflicting interests and egotistic 
wills is a frighteningly difficult task.” 

– Hjalmar Branting 

  Often abbreviated to LN or LoN, 
the League of Nations was a 
worldwide organisation 
spearheaded by American president 
Woodrow Wilson and founded after 
WWI with the express purpose of 

trying to maintain world peace. The Covenant of the League of Nations was 
signed by 63 countries as Part I of the Treaty of Versailles, and came into 
effect on the 10th January 1920. Although hopeful at first, the League 
ultimately proved useless at negotiating with the Axis powers and failed to 
stop World War Two, eventually resulting in its final meeting on the 18th April 
1946. The League was ultimately replaced by the United Nations, which has 
survived to the present day.  

 

Chapter 2: 1920-1940 

1) 1924: Joseph Stalin becomes Premier of Russia 
“Ideas are more powerful than guns. We would not 
let our enemies have guns. Why should we let them 
have ideas?”  

– Joseph Stalin  

  Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin, born Ioseb Besarionis 
dze Jughashvili, was a Georgian-born Soviet politician 
who rose through the ranks to become the leader 
(and dictator) of Russia after the death of Vladimir 
Lenin. After establishing himself as “Georgia’s leading 
Bolshevik”, he met Lenin for the first time at a 1905 



conference and quickly became his protégé. Although the two seemed to get 
along well, they had many arguments both political and personal and in 
Lenin’s Testaments, several disparaging views of Stalin were given. Despite 
this, however, Stalin took over from Lenin after his death, becoming the 
Communist Party’s Supreme Leader and the leader of the Soviet Union in 
1924. During his 29-year reign, Stalin used his power to inflict terror upon his 
people, arresting anyone who disagreed with his views and slowly becoming a 
dictator. He died on the 5th March 1953, presumably from the effects of a 
cerebral haemorrhage.  

2) 1925 (approx.): Art Deco movement at its height 

“There was going to be no more 
poverty, no more ignorance, no 
more disease. Art Deco reflected 
that confidence, vigor and 
optimism by using symbols of 
progress, speed and power.”  

– Robert McGregor   

(just dropping a note here to say 
i would die for Tamara de 
Lempicka’s paintings)  

  Art Deco was a movement predominantly during the 1920s – 1930s that 
encapsulated the glamour and technological process of the ‘20s. It was used 
on everything from buildings to vacuum cleaners and often used bold shapes 
and bright colours to create a sleek, modern, luxurious look. Art Deco, short 
for Arts Décoratifs, was championed by artists such as Erté (real name Romain 
de Tirtoff), René Lalique and Hildreth Meière. It reflected the opulence and 
extravagance of the Roaring ‘20s, with ivory inlays and exotic, modernistic cut 
jewels.  
  It could be argued that the height of the Art Deco movement came at the 
1925 International Exhibition of Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts, held 
across an area of Paris spanning 55 acres. It featured products showcased by 
over 15,000 exhibitors from twenty different countries, such as textiles, 
furniture, glass work, and, most memorably, the Hôtel du Collectionneur, its 
rooms decked out completely in an Art Deco style with furniture designed by 
Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann.  
  After the Great Depression in the 1930s, and with the onset of not only WWII 
but functional, industrial architectural styles, Art Deco became seen as too 
extravagant and unfunctional, and was mostly abandoned. A shame.  



3) 1927: First “talkie” 

“Wait a minute, wait a minute. You ain’t 
heard nothing yet!”  

– Jakie Rabinowitz (Al Jolson), The Jazz 
Singer 

  The Jazz Singer, directed by Alan Crosland 
and featuring famous (at the time) musical 
star Al Jolson, was released in 1927 as the 
first feature-length motion picture with 
both synchronised music and lip-
synchronised speech.  
  It follows the story of Jakie Rabinowitz, 
who runs away from home after his father, 
wanting him to be a cantor at their 
synagogue, discovers him singing popular 
jazz tunes at a local beer garden. Fast 

forward to quite a few years later and Jakie, now going by the alias Jack 
Robin, has secured a place in a prestigious Broadway musical – what he 
hopes to be his big break. First, however, he must conquer a moral dilemma 
between performing for the opening night of the musical or returning home 
to sing Kol Nidre in the place of his sick father at the synagogue, a decision 
that apparently requires him to put on blackface in several scenes – appalling 
but sadly not uncommon at the time the film was made.  
  The film used the sound-on-disc system with the firm Vitaphone, using a 
phonograph to play back sound in sync with the images being shown on the 
screen. The Jazz Singer was an instant success, earning a box office record at 
the time of $2.65 million.  

4) 1929: Valentine’s Day Massacre 

“You can get much farther with a kind 
word and a gun than you can with a 
kind word alone.”  

– Al Capone 

  The Saint Valentine’s Day Massacre 
took place at a Lincoln Park warehouse 
in Chicago and consisted of the shooting 
of seven members and associates of 
George Clarence “Bugs” Moran, who ran 



the North Side Gang. The killing is widely believed to have been organised by 
famous mob boss Al Capone, whose South Side Gang had been locked in a 
rivalry with the North Side Gang over their control of organised crime in 
Chicago for a time.  
  The victims were Peter and Frank Gusenberg, brothers and enforcers for 
Moran, Albert Kachellek (or James Clark), Moran’s second-in-command, 
Adam Heyer, Moran’s bookkeeper, Reinhardt Schwimmer and Albert 
Weinshank, both associates of the gang, and John May, an occasional 
mechanic for Moran; however, the main target, Bugs Moran himself, was not 
killed due to the fact that he left his hotel a few minutes late, spotted a police 
car and left the neighbourhood along with a few associates. It has been 
assumed that the reason the execution continued without the arrival of 
Moran is due to the fact that Weinshank, the same height and build as Moran 
and also coincidentally wearing the same colour clothes, was mistaken for 
him.  
  It is commonly believed that the victims were lured to the warehouse on the 
promise of a cut-rate shipment of whisky, and then ambushed by four 
shooters, two of whom were dressed in fake police uniform – thereby feeding 
the widely believed rumours that police had done the killing. They were lined 
up against a wall and shot with multiple weapons, including two Thompson 
submachine guns. The shooters were thorough, but when real police arrived 
on the scene later, two were still alive; John May’s dog, Highball, and Frank 
Gusenberg, who denied that anyone shot him until his own death three hours 
later in hospital. 

5) 1929: US Wall Street Crash 

“Alas, in 1929 came the 
Stock Market crash and 
everything changed and 
became worrisome. 
People started practicing 
conservatism because of 
financial losses, myself 
included.”  

– Pola Negri  

  The Wall Street Crash 
was a stock market crash 

that was widely regarded as one of the most disastrous financial events in the 
history of the US, signalling the start of the Great Depression.   
  The Roaring ‘20s and post-war optimism had given the whole country a 



sense of extravagance and luxury. People began to move from the rural 
countryside to the big cities (causing big problems for American farmers and 
later predicted to be one of the main causes that led to the crash) to invest in 
speculation, since the stock market was rising rapidly and was widely believed 
would rise forever.  
  The Wall Street Crash began in September of 1929, shortly after the London 
Stock Exchange crashed, but things didn’t get incredibly serious until October. 
On October 24th alone, the market value decreased by 11%, and on October 
28th it decreased by 13%. People were selling their stocks in a panic and were 
in massive debt. The Crash eventually ended when the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average began to fall at slower, steadier rates – but still, by the time it 
stopped on July 8th, 1932, there had been an 89% loss in value for all of the 
market’s stocks.  

6) 1930: Pluto discovered 

“I think the driving thing was curiosity 
about the universe. That fascinated 
me. I didn’t think anything about being 
famous or anything like that, I was just 
interested in the concepts involved.”  

– Clyde Tombaugh  

  In 1906, Percival Lowell, rich 
Bostonian, founded Lowell Observatory 
in order to try to find the 9th planet in 
the solar system, labelled at the time 
Planet X. The existence of this planet 
was still unproven at the time, and by 

his death, there had been no evidence of one (unbeknownst to them, Lowell’s 
team had captured two images of Pluto, but had failed to recognise what 
they showed). After a ten-year legal battle waged by Lowell’s widow 
Constance, the search for Planet X resumed in 1929, and the job of trying to 
find it was assigned by observatory director Vesto Melvin Slipher to 23-year-
old Clyde Tombaugh, who had just arrived at the observatory.  
  Tombaugh would look at pairs of photographs of the night sky, and then 
rapidly shift them back and forth to check for objects that had shifted. On the 
18th February, 1930, Tombaugh discovered a moving object and after 
checking through several more photographs, telegraphed the discovery to the 
Harvard College Observatory on the 13th March.  
  By way of a public vote, the newly-discovered planet was named Pluto. In 



2006, after the discovery of a dwarf planet named Eris that was larger than 
Pluto, it was relabelled as a dwarf planet.  

(“I will not give my opinion on the Pluto debate,” says the author, wearing a 
shirt that says ‘VIVE LA PLUTO’.) 

7) 1933: Hitler becomes Chancellor 

“It may be shocking to some 
people in this country to realize 
that, without meaning to do so, 
they hold views in common with 
Hitler when they preach 
discrimination against other 
religious, racial or economic 
groups.”  

– Henry Wallace 

  Hitler’s rise to power began in 
September 1919, when he joined 
the German political party 
Deutsche Arbeiterpartei 

(German Worker’s Party), later renamed to the Nationalsozialistische 
Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or NSDAP (National Socialist German Worker’s 
Party). By 1933, President Hindenburg had already made Hitler Chancellor, 
and after the Enabling Act was passed in March, he had the right to do 
anything he wanted without legal objection. Upon Hindenburg’s death, all 
soldiers swore the Hitler Oath, ensuring loyalty to Hitler personally (instead of 
the nation or any other alternatives). Over the coming years, Hitler would 
embark upon a genocide of the Jewish, disabled, ethnic minorities, LGBTQ+, 
“asocials”, and many more.  

8) 1933: End of Prohibition 

“Why don’t they pass a constitutional 
amendment prohibiting anybody from 
learning anything? If it works as well as 
prohibition did, in five years Americans 
would be the smartest race of people 
on Earth.”  

– Will Rogers  



  The Prohibition era was a period from 1920 to 1933 when selling, making, 
importing etc. alcohol was banned. The Eighteenth Amendment, which 
signalled the start of the Prohibition, was spearheaded by many groups of 
religious Americans who saw alcohol as immoral. Supporters of the alcohol 
ban were often in slang terms called “drys”, and critics “wets”. 
  Obviously, most people disobeyed this law. Underground bars, better known 
as “speakeasies”, flourished, and people found ways around laws to illegally 
manufacture alcohol (“moonshine”). Although the government employed 
federal agents to confiscate illegal alcohol, they were never 100% successful. 
One federal agent, Izzy Einstein, conducted a study to find out how long it 
took to find alcohol per state – the record proved to be 31 seconds in New 
Orleans, where Einstein, upon asking a taxi driver where he could get a drink, 
was met with the response of “right here” as the driver pulled out a bottle.  
  After years of protest by not only angry civilians but farmers who were 
experiencing negative effects on their business by the alcohol ban, the 
Eighteenth Amendment was repealed on the 5th December, 1933.    

9) 1934: Bonnie & Clyde killed in Louisiana 

“They’re young. They’re in love. And they 
kill people.”  

– tagline on Bonnie and Clyde (1967) 

(*makes a witty Bonnie & Clyde musical 
reference*) 

  Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow were 
the ubiquitous crime couple of the ‘30s, 
famous for their bank robberies. They 
captured the public interest with their 
dramatic exploits during the Great 
Depression, although sympathy for them 
waned after the Grapevine murders (that 
of highway patrolmen H.D. Murphy and 
Edward Bryant Wheeler by Barrow and 

an associate, Henry Methvin). 
  Between 1931 to 1934, the two travelled across the country with their gang, 
often robbing small stores and killing people who got in their way without 
hesitation, waiting for their violent death which they felt was inevitable. This 
violent death eventually came about on May 23rd, 1934, at the hands of 
retired Texas Ranger Captain Frank Hamer, who had been persuaded to 
hunt Bonnie and Clyde down by the Texas Department of Corrections and 
had been tracking them for several months.  



  Hamer and the ‘Gibsland posse’, as they came to be known (Texas officers 
Hamer, Ted Hinton, Bob Alcorn and B.M. “Maney” Gault, and Louisiana 
officers Henderson Jordan and Prentiss Morel Oakley) used Methvin’s father, 
claiming a car breakdown in the middle of the road, to lure Bonnie and Clyde 
into stopping, and fired immediately. Researchers have said that they were 
both shot around fifty times each; Clyde died on the first shot, directly to the 
head, and Bonnie was killed shortly afterwards.  

10) 1940: Sir Winston Churchill becomes PM 

“Politics is more dangerous than war, for 
in war you are only killed once.”  

     – Winston Churchill 

  Sir Winston Churchill, prior to his 
becoming Prime Minister, had been First 
Lord of the Admiralty under the 
previous Prime Minister Chamberlain. 
After the Allies failed to prevent Nazi 
Germany’s invasion of Norway, Prime 
Minister Chamberlain faced heavy 
criticism and eventually agreed to resign, 
narrowing his replacements down to two: 
Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax and 
Churchill. After Halifax openly admitted 

he would not be suited to running the country, Churchill jumped at the 
chance to do what he viewed as his destiny, and something he thought he 
had been preparing his whole life for.  
  Churchill was, according to most accounts, the best possible leader Britain 
could have hoped for during World War II. He was a brilliant strategist and 
strengthened relationships with Britain’s allies, which proved essential in finally 
winning the war.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3: 1940-1960 
1) 1941: Death of Virginia Woolf 

“Suppose Orlando turns out to be about 
Vita; and it’s all about you and the lusts of 
your flesh and the lure of your mind 
(heart you have none, who go 
gallivanting down the lanes with 
Campbell) – suppose there’s the kind of 
shimmer of reality which sometimes 
attaches to my people, as the lustre on an 
oyster shell (and that recalls another 
Mary) suppose, I say, that Sibyl next 
October says “There’s Virginia gone and 
written a book about Vita”... Shall you 
mind?”  

– Virginia Woolf, in a letter to Vita 
Sackville-West  

  Virginia Woolf (1882 – 1941) was a pioneering English writer famous for her 
novels such as Mrs Dalloway and Orlando. She is often heralded as one of the 
first modern feminists, for her liberal (for the time) views on feminism, gender 
and sexuality. Between the ages of 15 and 19, she pursued higher education at 
the Ladies’ Department of King’s College in London, studying under people 
such as Clara Pater and Janet Case, who first introduced her to the women’s 
rights movement. Woolf married her longtime pursuer, Leonard Woolf, on 10th 
August 1912 – by all accounts, theirs was a happy marriage, although it was 
overshadowed by Woolf’s precarious mental health.  
  From an early age, Woolf’s family made accounts of what they referred to as 
her ‘madness’; she was often said to have severe mood swings and psychotic 
episodes. Many modern scholars have concluded that it is likely she suffered 
from bipolar disorder, which there was no name for and no awareness of at 
the time. Although Woolf enjoyed a fruitful life – writing several masterpieces, 
pursuing affairs with several women (most notably Vita Sackville-West) in her 
liberal social circle, the Bloomsbury Group and penning several noteworthy 
essays, her illness continued to overshadow her life. Virginia Woolf committed 
suicide on the 28th March, 1941.  

 



2) 1942: Jean-Paul Sartre & Albert Camus develop 

Existentialism further 

“The only way to deal with an unfree 
world is to become so absolutely free that 
your very existence is an act of rebellion.”  

– Albert Camus 

  Existentialism is a type of philosophy 
that focuses on living life “authentically”, 
or sincerely, in the face of a controlling 
authority. It is widely believed to have 
been first mentioned by Søren 
Kierkegaard in the 1800s, and developed 
further by people such as Fyodor 
Dostoevsky, Friedrich Nietszche and 
Simone de Beauvoir (opposite with Jean-
Paul Sartre). Although having existed for 
quite a while, it was popularised and 
introduced to the general public through 
the now prominent writings of Camus 
and Sartre.  

 

3) 1945: End of WWII 

“The heroism of our own 
troops... was matched by that 
of the armed forces of the 
nations that fought by our 
side... they absorbed the 
blows... and they shared to 
the full in the ultimate 
destruction of the enemy.”  

– President Harry S. Truman 

  World War II officially ended on the 2nd September 1945, when Japan signed 
surrender documents. The war had been an international-scale conflict, which 
left its unforgettable imprint on the world and sustained huge losses on both 
sides. Although the defeat of Nazi Germany occurred with the capture of the 
Reichstag on the 30th of April, the war did not truly end until the Japanese 



finally agreed to surrender and signed surrender documents on the American 
battleship USS Missouri.   

4) 1945: UN formed 

“We fully realize today that 
victory in war requires a 
mighty united effort. 
Certainly, victory in peace 
calls for, and must receive, an 
equal effort. Man has learned 
long ago, that it is impossible 
to live unto himself. The same 
basic principle applies today 
to nations. We were not 

isolated during the war. We dare not now become isolated in peace.”  

– President Harry S. Truman during the conference that signalled the creation 
of the UN 

  The UN, or United Nations, was the successor of the weak and ineffective 
League of Nations, which aimed to prevent further conflict after WWI, but 
ultimately did nothing to stop WWII from starting. The term “United Nations” 
was coined by President Franklin D. Roosevelt (shortly before his succession by 
President Harry S. Truman) as he laid out the earliest concrete plans for the 
UN in 1941. Plans for the UN were definitively laid out and negotiations made 
by the ‘Allied Big Four’ or the ‘Four Policemen’ – the United States, the 
United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the Republic of China – at the 
Dumbarton Oaks Conference in 1944. After months of planning and 
additional conferences, the UN officially came into existence on the 24th 
October 1945, and has remained active until the present day. 

5) 1949: George Orwell publishes 1984 

“In our age there is no such thing as 
‘keeping out of politics’. All issues are 
political issues, and politics itself is a mass of 
lies, evasions, folly, hatred and 
schizophrenia.”  

– George Orwell 

(yeah... again, you and me both.) 



  1984 was George Orwell’s revolutionary dystopian novel, and is often 
heralded as one of the definitive literary works of the 20th century. It follows 
the life of Winston Smith, living under the thumb of a ruling Party in a 
dystopian London, where not only his every action but his every thought is 
scrutinised to make sure he is not committing any crime or thoughtcrime – a 
word in itself popularised in 1984.  
  The book was a flourishing success upon its publication in June 1949, and 
drew attention with its themes of totalitarianism, surveillance, and the 
negative effects of non-diversity, many of which still hold weight today.  

6) 1953: Elizabeth II becomes Queen 

“When life seems hard, the 
courageous do not lie down and 
accept defeat; instead, they are 
all the more determined to 
struggle for a better future.”  

– Queen Elizabeth II  

  Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation 
took place on the 2nd June 1953, 
more than a year after her father, 
King George VI, had died, as 
allowing a certain amount of 
time to pass between a monarch’s 
death and a festivity was 
tradition.  
  The coronation took most of the 
year to plan and rehearse, with 
8,000 guests, multiple 

celebrations across the Commonwealth, and the allowance of television 
cameras inside Westminster Abbey, making hers the first ever British 
coronation to be filmed (by the BBC). The coronation was estimated to have 
cost around £1.57 million, and commemorative measures, such as a special 
medal, Canadian coins, and the recipe for coronation chicken, were devised.  

 

 

 

 

 



7) 1952: Eva Perón, or “Evita”, dies 

“I want nothing 
for myself... My 
glory is and 
always will be... 
the banner of 
my people, and 
even if I leave 
shreds of my life 
on the wayside I 
know that you 
will gather them 
up in my name 

and carry them like a flag to victory.”  

– Eva Perón  

  María Eva Duarte, or, as she was more commonly known, Eva Perón or 
simply Evita, was the First Lady of Argentina from 1946 to 1952, an important 
political hero for the Argentinian people, and wife of Argentinian President 
Juan Perón. She inspired millions and used her important position to advocate 
for women’s suffrage in Argentina, as well as bettering the lives of the poor. 
Because of this, she is still widely revered in Argentina – many families have a 
portrait of her hanging next to their portrait of the Virgin Mary – and has 
inspired many works about her life, such as the musical Evita as well as a 
political movement, Peronism, based on the political ideas of her and her 
husband. 

8) 1953: Waiting for Godot premieres 

“Waiting for Godot has 
achieved a theoretical 
impossibility – a play in 
which nothing happens, that 
yet keeps the audience 
glued to their seats. What’s 
more, since the second act is 
a subtly different reprise of 
the first, he [Samuel Beckett] 
has written a play in which 
nothing happens, twice.”  

– Vivian Mercier  



  Waiting for Godot, by Samuel Beckett, is widely regarded as one of the most 
influential plays of the 20th century, and has been the subject of constant 
debate as to its meaning. It was originally written in French, but was 
translated to English by Beckett, and the protagonists are mainly played as 
Irish in English language productions. The play consists of two men, Vladimir 
and Estragon, who spend both acts of the play waiting for the mysterious 
Godot, who never arrives. Throughout the play, they briefly meet characters 
such as the bullying Pozzo and his slave Lucky, who are later reintroduced 
with their roles inverted, and a boy who arrives, twice, to tell them that Godot 
will come tomorrow and not today. The two argue, poke fun at various 
topics, attempt suicide, and resolve to leave their waiting spot to come back 
the next day, proceeding to then continue to stand where they are.  
  Waiting for Godot is a masterclass in tragicomedy and surrealism, which 
generated huge amounts of speculation about its possible allegorical qualities. 
These were usually met with disdain from Beckett, who often declined to shed 
further light on the characters; recalling when Sir Ralph Richardson “wanted 
the low-down on Pozzo”, Beckett remarked that “I told him that all I knew 
about Pozzo was in the text, that if I had known more I would have put it in 
the text, and that was true also of the other characters.” 

9) 1957: Russian Sputnik 1 satellite launched 

“Do you know 
what ‘Sputnik’ 
means in Russian? 
‘Travelling 
companion’. I 
looked it up in a 
dictionary not long 
ago. Kind of a 
strange coincidence 
if you think about 
it. I wonder why 
the Russians gave 
their satellite that 

strange name. It’s just a poor little lump of metal, spinning around the Earth.”  

– Haruki Murakami, Sputnik Sweetheart 

  Sputnik 1 was a satellite launched by the Soviet Union on the 4th October 
1957, and the first artificial Earth satellite. It was a metal sphere 58cm in 
diameter, with four external radio antennas to broadcast pulses that could be 
found by easily by any radio users. Sputnik orbited for 21 days before its 



batteries died and the pulses stopped, and then burned up on 4th January 
1958 while re-entering Earth’s atmosphere. Although scientists’ study on 
Sputnik revealed valuable information about space, this was overshadowed 
by Sputnik contributing to the ongoing Cold War by inadvertently beginning 
the so-called ‘Space Race’.  

10) 1959: Fidel Castro sworn in as Prime Minister of Cuba 

“Capitalism has neither the 
capacity, nor the morality, nor 
the ethics to solve the problems 
of poverty.”  

– Fidel Castro 

  Fidel Castro, also popularly 
known as El Comandante, was 
a Cuban communist politician 
and revolutionary who, with 
the help of brother Raúl Castro 
and famous revolutionary Che 
Guevara, overthrew President 
Fulgencio Batista to become 
Prime Minister of Cuba from 
1959 to 1976, and then 
President of the Council of 
State and Council of Ministers 
until 2008.  
  When studying law at the 

University of Havana in 1945, Castro became politically aware of imperialism 
and the corruption in the present President’s government, starting to 
campaign vocally for social justice. After becoming embroiled in Cuba’s 
revolutionary socialist scene, Castro and his men began a guerrilla war in 1956 
against President Batista, who had moved to the political right after 
strengthening ties with the US – a move which the intensely anti-imperialist 
Castro was unhappy about. The guerrilla war eventually succeeded, turning a 
majority of the Cuban people against Batista and forcing him to go into 
hiding.  
  Castro was sworn in as Prime Minister of Cuba on the 16th February 1959. 
Although facing many accusations of dictatorship and humans rights 
violations, he continued to be revered and idolised by most of the Cuban 
people until his death in 2016.  

 



Chapter 4: 1960-1980 
1) 1961: Yuri Gagarin becomes first man in space 

“I looked and looked 
but I didn’t see God.”  

– Yuri Gagarin, 
speaking about his 

space expedition 

  On the 12th April 1961, 
the Soviet Union 
launched the Vostok 1 
spacecraft, which 
carried aboard it 
cosmonaut, pilot and 
first man in space, Yuri 
Gagarin.  

  Although a foundryman in his youth, Gagarin joined the Soviet Air Forces in 
1955 and began to fly solo in 1957. After being recommended to the Soviet 
space programme by a superior, Lieutenant Colonel Babushkin, he was 
included in the pool of 29 cosmonaut candidates, partly due to his small 
stature (5ft 2in), which meant he would be able to fit in the small Vostok 
capsule. Gagarin was considered a good candidate by his fellow hopeful 
cosmonauts, and after a lengthy elimination process, was nominated as the 
primary pilot by the overseer of the space programme.  
  At 6:07 am on the 12th April, the Vostok 1 was launched. Bits of radio 
communication have been preserved, such as Gagarin’s exclamation of 
“Poyekhali!”, which later became a popular saying in the Eastern Bloc, and 
the following bit of dialogue:  

Korolev: Preliminary stage... intermediate... main... LIFT-OFF! We wish you a 
good flight. Everything’s all right. 
Gagarin: Off we go! Goodbye, until [we meet] soon, dear friends.  

Vostok 1 completed one orbit of the Earth before Gagarin ejected himself 
from the capsule at 23,000 feet and landed using a parachute as planned. 



2) 1961: Death of Ernest Hemingway 

“Do not worry. You 
have always written 
before and you will 
write now.”  

– Ernest Hemingway, 
A Moveable Feast 

  Ernest Hemingway 
was one of the most 
famous American 
writers of the 20th 

century, penning works such as The Old Man and the Sea and A Moveable 
Feast. After starting his literary career as a journalist for The Kansas City Star, 
he signed up for World War One as an ambulance driver in Italy, where he 
sustained several wounds and had to recuperate for six months, after which 
he was sent back to America.  
  With his first wife, Hadley Richardson, he moved to Paris for a time, where 
he worked as a foreign correspondent for the Toronto Star and became part 
of a multitude of glamorous, flourishing 1920s social circles that included 
people like F. Scott Fitzgerald (with whom he struck up a deep but 
tumultuous friendship), Gertrude Stein, and Pablo Picasso. He later wrote an 
autobiography about this time in his life, A Moveable Feast, which was 
published posthumously after his death in 1961, from suicide.  

3) 1964: Nelson Mandela given a life sentence  

“I have fought against white domination, and I 
have fought against black domination. I have 
cherished the ideal of a democratic and free 
society in which all persons will live together in 
harmony and with equal opportunities. It is an 
ideal which I hope to live for and to see realised. 
But if it needs be, it is an ideal for which I am 
prepared to die.”  

– Nelson Mandela at the Rivonia Trial 

  On the 12th June 1964, Nelson Mandela and five 
other accused were found guilty on four counts 
of sabotage and conspiracy to overthrow the 

government in the highly publicised Rivonia Trial, and sentenced to life in 



prison. Mandela and his peers were facing these charges for trying to overturn 
the apartheid regime in South Africa, which enforced segregation of black 
and white people and condoned – even encouraged – racially-motivated 
violence.  
  Mandela, a lawyer, had made waves as a striking activist who openly defied 
South Africa’s apartheid government. His trial was avidly watched from 
around the world, with many people calling for his release. During the trial, 
Mandela and his fellow accused were cheered on by crowds surrounding the 
courthouse. Famously, he gave a three-hour speech on the 20th April during 
the trial, titled “I Am Prepared to Die”.  
  After being moved to several different prisons, Mandela was freed from 
prison on the 11th February 1990 by the newly appointed head of the National 
Party, F.W. de Klerk. He later became President of South Africa in 1994.   

4) 1964: Civil Rights Act passed in US 

“You can’t separate 
peace from freedom 
because no one can be at 
peace unless he has his 
freedom.”  

– Malcolm X 

  On the 2nd of July, 1964, 
the Civil Rights Act was 
signed into law by 
President Lyndon B. 
Johnson. The act 

prohibited discrimination based on race, religion, national origin, or sex, as 
well as outlawing unequal application of voter registration requirements and 
racial segregation in schools, employment, and public accommodations. It 
hailed a landmark moment in American history, signalling the victory of 
campaigners like Martin Luther King Jr and Malcom X’s fight against Jim Crow 
laws and racism.  
  The bill had first been proposed by President John F. Kennedy in 1963. His 
version of the act was referred to the Judiciary Committee, who strengthened 
it to include things like a ban on racial discrimination in employment and 
greater protection for black voters. After his assassination, his successor, 
Lyndon B. Johnson, used his new power as president to get the act through as 
quickly as possible, stating it would have been in President Kennedy’s best 
interests.  



5) 1967: Che Guevara killed in Bolivia 

“Above all, always be capable of 
feeling deeply any injustice 
committed against anyone, 
anywhere in the world.”  

– Che Guevara  

  Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara is one of the 
most famous revolutionaries in the 
world. He was a widely-recognised 
and sought after figure in the 
Cuban Revolution, along with 
comrade Fidel Castro, and played 
an important role in the guerrilla 
campaign that eventually deposed 
President Fulgencio Batista.  
  Born to a middle class family in 
Argentina, he interspersed his career 
studying medicine at the University 
of Buenos Aires with two long 
motorcycle road trips across Latin 

America, which opened his eyes to the reality of US colonialism and the 
injustice of imperialism. Over the next decade, he would become a leading 
revolutionary and voice in the fight against capitalism and the US domination 
of Latin America. He was executed on the 9th October 1967 by US forces in the 
village of La Higuera.  

6) 1969: Neil Armstrong walks on Moon 

“I watched the first moon 
landing at a bar in 
Paducah, Kentucky, a 
fact worth mentioning 
only because I still 
remember how suddenly 
silence descended on this 
raucous place when Neil 
Armstrong started 
coming down that 
ladder.”  

– Pamela Sargent 



  Apollo 11’s Moon mission was an ubiquitous one in history. Two of its crew, 
Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong, walked on the Moon for the first time in 
recorded human history on the 20th July, 1969. The event was a momentous 
one, perhaps best summed up by President Richard Nixon’s phone call from 
the White House to the astronauts:  

Nixon: Hello, Neil and Buzz. I’m talking to you by telephone from the Oval 
Room at the White House. And this certainly has to be the most historic 
telephone call ever made. I just can’t tell you how proud we all are of what 
you’ve done. For every American, this has to be the proudest day of our lives. 
And for people all over the world, I am sure they too join with Americans in 
recognizing what an immense feat this is. Because of what you have done, the 
heavens have become a part of man’s world. And as you talk to us from the 
Sea of Tranquility, it inspires us to redouble our efforts to bring peace and 
tranquility to Earth. For one priceless moment in the whole history of man, all 
the people on this Earth are truly one: one in their pride in what you have 
done, and one in our prayers that you will return safely to Earth.  

Armstrong: Thank you, Mr. President. It’s a great honor and privilege for us to 
be here, representing not only the United States, but men of peace of all 
nations, and with interest and curiosity, and men with a vision for the future. 
It’s an honor for us to be able to participate here today.  

7) 1972: “The Godfather” released 

“You talk about vengeance. Is 
vengeance going to bring your son 
back to you? Or my boy to me?”  

– The Godfather (dir. Francis Ford 
Coppola, 1972) 

  The Godfather, starring actors such as 
an aging (but still astounding) Marlon 
Brando, Al Pacino, and Diane Keaton, 
is one of the most influential and 
widely-recognised films of the 20th 
century. It focused on the fictional New 
York crime family the Corleones, as well 
as head of the family Don Vito’s 
struggle to retain his power. The film 
has a 98% rating (!) on Rotten 
Tomatoes, and has cemented its status 



as a culturally unforgettable film that did wonders for the gangster film 
genre.  

8) Dungeons & Dragons first published 

“You are not entering this world in 
the usual manner, for you are setting 
forth to be a Dungeon Master. 
Certainly there are stout fighters, 
mighty magic-users, wily thieves, and 
courageous clerics who will make 
their mark in the magical lands of 
D&D adventure. You, however, are 
above even the greatest of these, for 
as DM you are to become the Shaper 
of the Cosmos. It is you who will give 
form and content to all the universe. 
You will breathe life into the stillness, 
giving meaning and purpose to all 
the actions which are to follow.”  

– Gary Gygax  

(Am I really going to put the creation 
of D&D as one of the most important historical events of the 20th century? Yes. 
Yes, I am.) 

  Dungeons & Dragons, commonly abbreviated to D&D, is widely regarded as 
the start of fantasy tabletop role-playing games (or RPGs), with millions of 
players worldwide and a huge fanbase. (Also, we must acknowledge that 
without D&D, The Adventure Zone wouldn’t exist, thank you, amen.) D&D 
was different to other, less successful RPGs at the time, as it allowed players to 
create their own characters, and play countless unique campaigns devised by 
a storyteller and gamemaker, known as the Dungeon Master or DM (who you 
should always be nice to, because God knows they deserve it). The characters 
in a campaign form a party and, throughout the course of their campaign, 
defeat enemies, gain experience points and use wit, cunning (and mostly just 
brute force) to solve problems. D&D was unique for letting players’ 
imaginations run wild, letting them come up with twisty, thrilling campaigns 
and characters as three-dimensional as they wanted. 
  The game of Dungeons & Dragons was created by friends Gary Gygax and 
Dave Arneson, who originally set out to make a wargame titled “The Fantasy 
Game”. D&D blended many aspects of other wargames, as well as taking 



influences from a long list of fantasy writers (the most prominent of which was 
J.R.R. Tolkien), and was first published in 1974 by Tactical Studies Rules, Inc.  

9) 1974-6: The Punk Rock movement develops 

“Punk is musical freedom. It’s 
saying, doing and playing 
what you want. In Webster’s 
terms, ‘nirvana’ means 
freedom from pain, suffering 
and the external world, and 
that’s pretty close to my 
definition of Punk Rock.”  

– Kurt Cobain 

  Punk is most famous as a 
genre of music, but it was 
additionally also a 

philosophy and movement that emerged as the fresh voices of the youth, 
fiercely anti-establishment and political in the early 1970s. Characteristics 
included deliberately rebellious clothing and anti-authoritarian, nihilistic 
views. It was formed as a direct counter to the flower-power, idealistic hippie 
movement of the 1960s; while hippies were “rainbow extremists”, according to 
critic Robert Christgau, punks were “romantics of black-and-white”.  
  Punk subculture grew around bands such as the Sex Pistols and The 
Ramones, who boasted a repertoire of music much wilder, louder, and more 
overtly political than the conventional rock-and-roll scene, which many felt 
was becoming too tame. Punk was described as a ‘cultural revolt’, which 
uprooted several generations’ worth of thinking to confront everything 
deemed taboo by society. 

10) 1977: Gerard Way is born 

“If for one minute you think you’re better than a 
sixteen-year-old girl in a Green Day shirt, you are 
sorely mistaken. Remember the first time you went 
to a show and saw your favourite band. You wore 
their shirt, and sang every word. You didn’t know 
anything about scene politics, haircuts, or what was 
cool. All you knew was that this music made you 
feel different from anyone you shared a locker 
with. Someone finally understood you. This is what 
music is about.”  



– Gerard Way  

“Did Superman really want to save the world, or did he just feel like he had 
to? Would he much rather be a farmer? Maybe. Would he much rather be 
hanging out with his dad and his mom and his dog? Probably.”  

– Gerard Way  

(Gerard Way can have two quotes instead of one. Because he’s awesome.)  

  Gerard Way, born on the 9th of April, 1977, is an American singer, songwriter, 
comic book artist, comic book writer, and musician. Perhaps most famous for 
being frontman and creator of genre-defining band My Chemical Romance, 
he has also released his own solo album, Hesitant Alien and several of his own 
comic series, such as The Umbrella Academy and The True Lives of the 
Fabulous Killjoys. After personally witnessing the 9/11 attacks, he founded the 
band My Chemical Romance, which became internationally famous and 
culturally phenomenal before its break up in 2013 and (excited squeal) 
comeback in 2019. In his other achievements, The Umbrella Academy has 
been turned into a successful Netflix series, and Way has also published an 
imprint of DC Comics called Young Animal.  

(alternate title: Why Is Gerard Way So Good At So Many Things?) 

 

Chapter 5: 1980-2000 
1) 1980: Justin McElroy 

born 
“Because of the extra innocence, 
children are far less flammable.”  

– Justin McElroy  

(see earlier note about D&D) 

  Justin McElroy is an American 
comedian and podcaster. He runs 
several successful podcasts, such as 
The Adventure Zone with his 
brothers Travis and Griffin and his 

father Clint, My Brother, My Brother And Me with his brothers, and medical 
podcast Sawbones with his wife, Dr. Sydnee McElroy. Additionally, he is one of 



the co-founders of video game journalism website Polygon, hosts a gaming 
comedy show on Polygon called Monster Factory, and is just an all-round cool 
dude. (Look at that face. You can tell he’s a trickster.)  

2) 1981: First clinically reported cases of AIDS 

“HIV does not make people 
dangerous to know, so you can shake 
their hands and give them a hug: 
Heaven knows they need it.”  

– Princess Diana 

  On the 18th of May, 1981, journalist 
Lawrence Mass wrote about a new 
epidemic spreading through the gay 
community in the New York Native, a 
popular gay magazine. On the 5th of 
June, MMWR (Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly Report) published 5 
cases of Pneumocystis carinii, a type of 
pneumonia, in previously healthy 

young gay men in Los Angeles. It was described as a disease ‘acquired through 
sexual contact’. It was reported along with a rare type of cancer, Kaposi’s 
sarcoma, and spread quickly worldwide. By the end of the year, 121 people 
had died. 
  HIV/AIDS, also known as human immunodeficiency virus infection and 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is a range of conditions caused by 
infection with the HIV virus. It tends to manifest as an influenza-like illness, 
although as time goes on, the virus progresses its attack on the immune 
system, and the patient may develop conditions such as tuberculosis. 
HIV/AIDS is spread primarily through unprotected sex (transmission can be 
avoided through regularly getting checked for HIV and using condoms during 
sexual intercourse), and is thought to have originated in Africa during the late 
19th/early 20th century. Although many people were thought to have 
HIV/AIDS before the 1980s, it was commonly misdiagnosed as cancer or 
pneumonia.  
  The term AIDS was first used at a meeting in July 1982, and by September 
the CDC was using it. The HIV/AIDS crisis was devastating, claiming millions of 
lives, and much the worse for the fact that it was largely ignored by 
authorities due to its large effect on stigmatised minority groups. Although 
there currently are not any available cures for HIV, there are currently 



antiretroviral drugs that can ensure a near-healthy life span for HIV/AIDS 
patients.  

3) 1984: British miners’ strike 

“It was an honourable 
dispute. It was the only 
strike I can recall that 
wasn’t about pay but was 
about saving jobs for other 
people.”  

– Dennis Skinner, Labour 
MP 

  The 1984-1985 miners’ 
strike was a show of 
dissatisfaction by British 

miners, expressed upon hearing of Margaret Thatcher’s decision to close large 
swathes of collieries (coal mines). In March 1984, the National Coal Board 
(NCB) announced the decision to close 20 collieries across Britain, which led to 
national outcry from the NUM (National Union of Mineworkers). This was 
because Prime Minister Thatcher believed that the ‘inefficient’ collieries were 
stunting the economy and stopping it from growing. 
  The miners’ strike ended on the 3rd of March 1985, after proving unsuccessful. 
The government later closed and/or nationalised many collieries. 

4) 1985: Les Misérables premieres 

“Teach the ignorant as 
much as you can; 
society is culpable in 
not providing a free 
education for all and it 
must answer for the 
night it produces. If the 
soul is left in darkness 
sins will be committed. 
The guilty one is not he 
who commits the sin, 
but he who causes the 
darkness.”  

– Victor Hugo, Les Misérables 



  Les Misérables, commonly abbreviated to Les Mis, is a sung-through musical 
adaptation of Victor Hugo’s behemoth book of the same name, chronicling 
poverty and social injustice in France through the life of escaped convict Jean 
Valjean as he flees from a pursuing police offer, Javert.  
  It was adapted by Claude-Michel Schönberg and Alain Boublil, with Jean-
Marc Natel providing the original French lyrics and Herbert Kretzmer 
providing the English ones. The first Les Mis production in London was 
produced by Cameron Mackintosh and featured Colm Wilkinson as Jean 
Valjean, Roger Allam as Javert, Patti LuPone as Fantine, Rebecca Caine as 
Cosette, Michael Ball as Marius, and David Burt as Enjolras, just to name a 
few. After the smashing success of the West End version, it eventually started a 
run on Broadway, and has since become the longest-running musical in the 
West End and the second longest-running musical in the world. 

5) 1986: Chernobyl disaster 

“Chernobyl is a 
theme worthy of 
Dostoevsky, an 
attempt to justify 
mankind.”  

– Svetlana 
Alexievich  

  The Chernobyl 
disaster was an 
accident that took 

place in the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine on the 26th of April, 
1986. It is widely regarded as the most serious nuclear disaster that has ever 
occurred and holds a 7 (maximum rating) on the International Nuclear Event 
Scale. 
  The disaster took place during a safety test on the No. 4 nuclear reactor, 
where an electrical power outage was simulated in order to test the 
effectiveness of residual energy in a turbine generator to keep the reactor 
from overheating in case of an electrical outage. Many factors had gone 
wrong before the test, including an accidental 10-hour delay (so an 
unprepared team was on shift) and an unexpected power drop that was not 
relayed to the operators, who proceeded with the test. The resulting steam 
explosion and reactor core fire killed two of the operating staff and released 
high levels of radioactive contamination into the air.  
  Contamination made Chernobyl dangerous to inhabit for decades to come, 



entire forests died as a result of the disaster, and many residents of 
neighbouring towns suffered from radiation sickness, some dying.  

6) 1987: Green Day formed 

“Punk has always 
been about doing 
things your own 
way. What it 
represents for me is 
ultimate freedom 
and a sense of 
individuality.” 

 – Billie Joe 
Armstrong 

  Green Day is an American punk rock band consisting of members Billie Joe 
Armstrong, Tré Cool, and Mike Dirnt. They have released thirteen studio 
albums, including their label debut Dookie and the ubiquitous American 
Idiot, as well as being inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 
having a musical written about them, American Idiot, which was nominated 
for three Tonys and won two.  
  Green Day technically formed in 1987, when friends Billie Joe Armstrong and 
Mike Dirnt, then 15, started a band they called Sweet Children. They started 
working with drummer John Kiffmeyer (later replaced by Tré Cool in 1990) in 
1988 and released their first studio album 39/Smooth in early 1990, after they 
had changed their name to Green Day, ostensibly referencing cannabis. Over 
the next few decades, they became one of the best-selling music artists in the 
world, and are still active to this day – their thirteenth album was released 
earlier this year. 

7) 1989: Death of Salvador Dalí 
“You have to systematically create confusion, 
it sets creativity free. Everything that is 
contradictory creates life.”  

– Salvador Dalí 

  Salvador Dalí was a world-famous Spanish 
surrealist artist. He captured attention all over 
the world with his eccentricity and bizarre 
public behaviour, and established himself as 
one of the most famous figures of the 



Surrealist movement.  
  Dalí was born on the 11th of May, 1904, in Catalonia, Spain. He showed 
interest in art from an early age, having his first public exhibition in 1918 and 
going on to study art at the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando 
(San Fernando Royal Academy of Fine Arts) in 1922. He later became 
interested in the Surrealist movement around 1927, officially joining them in 
1929 and painting one of his most famous Surrealist works, The Persistence of 
Memory, in 1931. The painting is an image of several melted and soft clocks 
and timepieces in a desert landscape, and is believed to refer to the rejection 
of the idea that time is a rigid concept. Over the coming years, Dalí started to 
branch out into the USA and the UK, creating instantly recognisable pieces 
such as the Lobster Telephone and the Mae West Lips Sofa. He died on the 
23rd of January, 1989, in his Theater-Museum, from heart failure. 

8) 1991: Berlin Wall demolition officially ends 

“The Berlin Wall go 
down, that was the 
most wonderful 
thing that could 
happen, 
absolutely. I 
celebrated with 
everybody in Berlin 
that day when the 
Wall was down.”  

– Nana Mouskouri  

  The Berlin Wall 
was a concrete barrier that not only separated Western Europe from the 
socialist Eastern Bloc physically, but ideologically as well. 
  Following WWII, the Soviet Union decided to implement a Soviet-style 
regime in countries such as Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, and the GDR (German 
Democratic Republic, East Germany). Western Germany, however, became a 
capitalist Western-style state, and as the standard of life improved there, 
many Eastern Germans started trying to cross over. This resulted in the 
construction of the Berlin Wall (in 1961), which was manned by armed forces 
and included many defences such as barbed wire and beds of nails. 
  The East German government claimed that the Wall was an “anti-fascist 
protective rampart” to protect themselves from the West, but anti-Wall 
sentiment grew and grew, along with the number of successful defectors from 
East Germany (over 5,000). Public sentiment was further bolstered by 



speeches from Ronald Reagan and President John F. Kennedy, as well as 
concerts given by the likes of David Bowie and Bruce Springsteen.  
  After the fall of the communist government, Hungary started to dismantle 
its border with Austria, leading to massive numbers of East Germans escaping 
through Hungary to West Germany. The numbers grew and grew until finally, 
it was decided that the best course of action was to let them pass directly 
from East Germany to West Germany. After this was announced on a press 
conference and a news station, East Germans flooded the borders until soldiers 
at the Wall let them through, leading the 9th of November 1989 to be 
remembered as ‘the night the Wall came down’. In reality, however, complete 
demolition of the wall did not finish until 1991.  

9) 1993: World Trade Center bombed 

“The definition of terrorism has to 
be more precise, so that we are 
able to discriminate between, for 
example, what it is that the 
Palestinians are doing to fight the 
Israeli military occupation and 
terrorism of the sort that resulted 
in the World Trade Center 
bombing.”  

– Edward W. Said 

  The World Trade Center 
bombing was a terrorist attack 
that occurred on the 26th of 
February, 1993, by a group of 
terrorists who disliked the US’s 
support of Israel in their military 
occupation of Palestinians. 
  The attack consisted of a truck 
bomb which was detonated 
below the North Tower, the 

intention being to make it crash into the South Tower. This did not actually 
happen, but six people were killed and a thousand injured.  
  The six people were: John DiGiovanni, a dental products salesperson, Robert 
“Bob” Kirkpatrick, a Senior Structural Maintenance Supervisor, Stephen 
Knapp, a Chief Maintenance Supervisor, Bill Macko, a General Maintenance 
Supervisor, Wilfredo Mercado, a receiving agent for the Windows on the 
World restaurant, and Monica Rodriguez Smith, a secretary and soon-to-be 



mother.  
  Four men were convicted of planning and carrying out the attack in 1994: 
Mahmud Abouhalima, Ahmed Ajaj, Nidal A. Ayyad and Mohammed 
Salameh.  

10) 1997: Hong Kong returns to Chinese rule 

“At midnight on 
July 1, 1997, 
Hongkong, the 
British Crown 
Colony, will be 
restored to China. 
This is not only an 
event which will 
be celebrated by 
patriotic Chinese; 
any patriotic 

American should celebrate it as well.”  

– Robert Trout 

(Please note the above image was taken in either 2019/20 and does not refer 
to the 1997 Hong Kong Handover.) 

  The handover of Hong Kong, sometimes known simply as The Handover, is 
marked by some as the true end of the British Empire. On midnight on 30th 
June 1997, Britain returned their last major overseas territory of Hong Kong, 
which had marked 97% of the total population of Britain’s overseas 
dependants, to China. The event ended 156 years of colonial rule and was 
heralded by many as a landmark event; Hong Kong was now a special 
administrative region and could maintain a government that was different to 
that of mainland China.  
  However, relations between Hong Kong and mainland China have only 
detoriated since then, with the proposal of an extradition bill which would 
allow China to extradite fugitives to countries that Hong Kong does not 
currently have extradition agreements with. This led to mass protests and riots 
across the country, which stopped only after the outbreak of the Covid-19 
virus.  

 

 

 



Case study #1 

Cecil Beaton 

 

(L: Cecil Beaton [self-portrait?], R: Jacqueline and Lee Bouvier, 1951) 

Overview: 
  Sir Cecil Beaton, CBE, was a fashion photographer, diarist, costume designer 
and artist, just to name a few. He won an Oscar for his costume work on the 
film My Fair Lady, starring Audrey Hepburn and also dabbled in interior 
design, but is most often remembered for his fantastical and glamorous 
photography; he worked for the British edition of Vogue and often 
photographed the Royal Family, including Queen Elizabeth’s official 
coronation photos. 

Event that changed his life: 
  During the build-up to World War Two, Beaton was fired from American 
Vogue after foolishly inserting some anti-Semitic words into an illustration, 
and returned to England. Endeavouring to make it up, he was recommended 
to the Ministry of Information by the Queen and spent WWII travelling 
around the world taking propaganda photos for the Allies. Several of his 
photos caused a stir, such as those of the chaos wrought by the German Blitz 



and the photo of a young girl, Eileen Dunne, in a hospital bed with a 
bandaged head wound (see below). During the war, he toured India, China, 
Iraq, Jerusalem, etc. and followed the RAF through the desert to document 
military life. The experience changed him irrevocably, and although his career 
was restored to the former photographing-film-stars-and-models glory it had 
had before the war, his style after WWII carried with it the distinct marks of 
what he had previously photographed.  

(Eileen Dunne in the Hospital for 
Sick Children, 1940) 

 

 

 

 

 
   
    

 

  

 

Case study #2 

Harry Patch 

Overview:  
  Harry Patch was born on the 17th of June 1898 
in Combe Down, Bath, son of stonemason 
William John Patch and Elizabeth Ann Patch. 
He had two brothers, George Frederick and 
William Thomas, recorded as a carpenter and a 
banker mason in the 1911 census. Patch left 
schooling in 1913, becoming an apprentice 
plumber in Bath. 

Event that changed his life: 
  In 1916, Patch was conscripted into the army as 
a private. Although briefly promoted lance-
corporal, he was demoted after a fist fight with 



a fellow soldier. During World War One, he fought on the Western Front at 
the Battle of Passchendaele and was severely injured by a shell that killed 
three of his friends, leading him to be returned to England on 23 December 
1917. Patch was still convalescing when the Armistice was announced. He is 
remembered best for being the ‘Last Fighting Tommy’; e.g. the last surviving 
soldier from the First World War. Patch died on the 25th July 2009, aged 111 
years, in Wells, Somerset.  

Case study #3 

Stormé DeLarverie 

Overview: 
  Stormé DeLarverie was a New York 
singer, bouncer, bodyguard, drag king and 
voluntary street patrol worker, commonly 
remembered as a gay rights icon. She was 
born in New Orleans in 1920, and died in 
her sleep at age 93 in Brooklyn, New York. 

Event that changed her life: 
  Stormé is most iconically remembered as 
the “Rosa Parks of the gay community”, 
and, in most accounts, the butch lesbian 
whose arrest by police sparked the famous 

Stonewall riots. By her account and many others, DeLarverie was roughly 
escorted by police from the bar to a police wagon and hit over the head with 
a baton for saying her handcuffs were too tight. Fighting the police for the 
duration of her arrest, DeLarverie, according to popular account, shouted, 
“Why don’t you guys do something?”, after which the crowd went ‘berserk’ 
and started to fight back against the police.  
  DeLarverie herself protested the use of ‘riot’ to refer to Stonewall, saying “It 
was a rebellion, it was an uprising, it was a civil rights disobedience – it wasn’t 
no damn riot.”. She continued to work as a bouncer for several lesbian bars 
and became a celebrated figure in the gay liberation movement after 
Stonewall; her obituary in the New York Times included the passage, ‘Tall, 
androgynous and armed – she held a state gun permit – Ms. DeLarverie 
roamed lower Seventh and Eighth Avenues and points between into her 80s, 
patrolling the sidewalks and checking in at lesbian bars. She was on the 
lookout for what she called “ugliness”: any form of intolerance, bullying or 
abuse of her “baby girls”. ... “She literally walked the streets of downtown 
Manhattan like a gay superhero. ... She was not to be messed with by any 
stretch of the imagination.’  



 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 


